
Strawn & Oualline 
English IV-H 
 
 

Thesis and Outline Worksheet 
Due at the end of class today 

Thesis statement: 
A thesis statement is one sentence that will serve as the overall 

purpose of your essay.  Thinking about the following items will help you 
craft your thesis statement: 
 
1.  What is your broad abstract subject?  
For example: King Lear and the treatment/perception of mental illness 
 
 
2. What specific aspect of the topic above will you be writing about? 
Research from both literary criticism sources and modern sources detailing the definition 
of mental illness, its function in King Lear, how modern audiences view mental illness, etc. 
 
 
 
 
3.  Write the question(s) about your topic that you will answer in the paper. 
How has the treatment and perception of mental illness changed from King Lear’s 
original audience? Are there any similarities of perception/stigma concerning mental 
illness that continue to influence a modern audience? 
 
 
 
4.  Write your thesis statement.  Basically, your thesis will answer the prevailing 
research question: how is your novel relevant to modern society? 
Use this format:  
Title- King Lear 
Author’s full name- William Shakespeare 
Genre- drama 
Tone words (2)- progressive, cruel 
Theme/research question- the stigma of mental illness  
 
 
In William Shakespeare’s cruel yet socially progressive drama King Lear, 
the effects of mental illness cloud perception; furthermore, the modern 
view of mental illness continues to perplex professionals and society in 
general. 
 
 
 

 



Outlining: 
1.  First, brainstorm!  List the ideas you want to use in your paper.  Organize 
those ideas by grouping similar ones together. You may make T-charts, 
webs, or random lists—whatever works for you! ☺ 
 
2.  Topic Outline: 

A topic outline uses only words or phrases and does not include 
punctuation.  At this point in the research process, I want a rough topic outline. 
Nothing is set in stone, yet.  Use the following outline form as a guide, but write 
your outline on notebook paper.  
 
 

Topic Outline King Lear/Mental  Illness 
 

 
I. Introduction 

a. Attention getter: 
b. Bridge: 
c. Thesis: (This will be the only sentence on your outline) 

____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 

 
II. First topic  Mental illness as  characterized with Poor Tom 

a. Major idea: Edgar’s reasons  for feigning illness 
b. Major idea: How others treat  Poor Tom 
 

III. Second topic  Mental illness connection to poverty/homelessness 
a. Major idea: Research about  veterans, PTSD 
b. Major idea: studies  regarding homelessness  connection 
  

IV. Third topic Mental illness as  characterized with Lear 
a. Major idea: signs  of illness with impulsive decisions 
b. Major idea: illness  intensifies  with conflict/stress 
 

V. Fourth topic Mental illness with an aging  population 
a. Major idea: treatment options and plans available 
b. Major idea: illnesses associated with elderly 
 

VI. Fifth topic Correlations  between research and King Lear 
a. Major idea: stigma remains 
b. Major idea: medical  advancements improve prognosis/treatment options 
 

VII. Conclusion 
 

 


